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McCarthy Eugene .. KG

Subject:

Slaymaker Paul R • KG
28 June 2014 17:47
McCarthy Eugene· KG
FLO update for Anthony Walgate

Attachments:

FLO update on WALGATE; FLO Update Anthony WALGATE

From:

Sent:
To:

Hi Eugene
Following our conversation yesterday morning, I did have a message from the MIT team l~ter in the day I tried to call
them back a few times but could not get through to them. When Debbie came in today she kindly emailed me the
updates on what happened on Friday. When I read through this it stated that I had provided the family with a brief
update yesterday on the arrest, and would call them with more detail today. l was not made aware by anyone that an
update was to be provided to the family and did not know any details of what had happened prior to today. Whilst I was
trying to speak to MIT team and looking at updates, Sarah (victims mum) called me stating she had seen a press
release on a male that was arrested in connection with the death of Anthony. After discussion with Debbie I provided
both Sarah and Thomas (victims Father) with the following update. It did put me in a bit of a difficult position with the
family as l was on the back foot a bit not knowing full details on arrest and what l could tell family, and also not
knowing about press release.
UPDATE PROVIDED TO THOMAS AND SARAH
I advised them that a mate had been arrested for perverting the course of justice as we had suspicion during our initial
enquiries that he may have lied to police. He was interviewed and bailed pending further investigation and the outcoine
of the toxicology report. I stated we are still treating Anthony's death as unexplained and we need to wait for results
from the toxicology. Both Sarah and Thomas asked if the male arrested was this Joe who he arranged to meet. I
explained that I cannot clarify this at this time. l stated I would speak with OIC and SIO on Monday and see if there is
any more information I can provide to them and in any case I would call them back. Sarah asked if we had taken
Anthony's laptop, I said I think we have but would confirm this on Monday.
I was wondering if on Monday we could all have a chat about what else the family need to know, as it does appear
both parents are in contact with the friends, which may mean they have either been told about the prostitution side of
things already or could be told by them at anytime. They do seem to be asking a Jot of question about this man he was
supposed to be meeting. I have also attached the previous updates emailed to Martin on my conversations with family
Thanks
Paul SLAYMAKER] T/DC

I CID

[ Barking & Dagenham Borough OCU

MetPhone 711047 I Telephone 02032761047 l Email paul.r.slaymaker@met.pnn.oolice.uk I
Address\ Barking and Dagenham Police, Unit 24 Muirhead Quay, Freshwharf Estate, Barking, Essex IGU ?BG
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